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Offering the finest working

INDUSTRIAL MACHINES
along with their after sale services

ENTERPRISE

About Us
We, K S Enterprise, are offering the nest working industrial machines along with
their after sale services. Being a manufacturer and service provider, we are
aiming to become a resourceful partner for companies in packaging & related
sectors. Our offered product portfolio encompassing Bottle Washing Machines,
Packing Conveyors, Labeling Machines, Liquid Filling Machines, Box
Strapping Machines, Sealing Machines, etc. is rapidly gaining acclamation in the
markets nationwide. Customers are appreciating our range for its better quality, fast
& large quantity results in highly efcient manner. Fabricated under the guidance &
supervision of our professed quality experts, our each item qualies national
industrial standards.
In our servicing of a couple years only, we have built a trustful spot in the eld. A wide
number of customers are not only vouching for the quality of our offered machines
but, also for our offered Repairing & Installation Services. Our vision is to make our
rm one of the most resourceful, reliable and responsible company in the domain,
which always stay prepared for any urgent requirement of the respective customers.
Our Facilities & Their Benets
Founded in the year 2017, our organization is backed and installed with some of the
most advanced facilities that enable us to keep producing the nest grade machines.
We are equipped with equipment and instruments that enhance our productivity and
quality control abilities. With these, our hard working employees conveniently
generate the nest Liquid Filling Machines, Bottle Washing Machines, Labeling
Machines, Packing Conveyors, Box Strapping Machines, Sealing Machines
and other items. The sound facilities of ours support us to timely complete each
consignment and deliver a unique experience to the associated customers.
Why Choose K S Enterprise?
Today, our company is gaining recognition and acknowledgement of customers all
across India at highly impressive rate. The reasons that make our rm one of the best
choices for the required individuals are:
l

Our quality driven production of most efcient machines

l

Our offerings within budget constraint price range

l

Our on-time shipment of each small/large or urgent order

l

Our customer-oriented work approach for their utmost satisfaction

l

Our professional, ethical and protable business deals offered to the customers.
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Bottle Washing
Machine

Semi Automatic Box
Strapping Machine
Automatic Box
Strapping Machine

Wet Glue Labeling Machine
(Semi Automatic)
Automatic Single Side Sticker
Labeling Machine (Round)

Automatic Double Side Labeling
Machine (Round and flat)

CALL NOW
Semi Automatic Sticker
Labeling Machine

+91-8045476472
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Single Head Semi Automatic
Gear Pump Filling Machine

Automatic Pouch
Filling Machine
Automatic Tube
Filling Machine

Automatic Filling Machine
(Volumetric, Viscous,
Piston, Gear Pump)
Automatic Liquid
Filling Machine

Semi Automatic Tube
Filling Machine

CALL NOW
Manual Liquid Filling
Machine

+91-8045476472
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Turn Table

Industrial Packing
Conveyor
Semi Automatic Deodorant
Bottle Crimping Machine
(Iin & Out Side Sealing)

Automatic Screw Capping
Machine with Plugging
Automatic Cap Sealing Machine
(Screw Cap or Ropp Cap)

Semi Automatic Cap
Sealing Machine

CALL NOW
Shrink Tunnel Machine

+91-8045476472
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ENTERPRISE
House No.K 203, Devraj Residency, Naroda, Haridarshan Chokdi,
Near Swami Narayan Park, Ahmedabad - 382330, Gujarat, India.
Mr. Sudhir Patel (Proprietor)

+91-8045476472

ksenterprise67@gmail.com
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